
   

              REPORT OF MWM 
SOCIETY. 

              In this modern era  most students are imbued with jewels of modernity and 

trendy life . Keeping behind the age old precious traditions they flow along with 

the modern culture. The “Marathi Wangmay Mandal” makes their loyal efforts to 

preserve the culture and traditions of Marathi Sanskriti making students know the 

richness of Marathi and its culture.  

              The society under the guidelines of Dr.Mrs.Saumitra Sawant play vital role 

as protector of  Marathi ethics. Her inspirational voice and support always put 

members  with strength to face any ups and downs and overcome them. She is 

vital pillar of society .It’s her strong support that help society keep moving. 

              The society flourish & climb up the steps of success with the efforts of 

Advisor Sumaiya Selot ,Chairperson Pranav Gaikwad and Vice Chairpersons Saileen 

Warang and Shreya Kadam.Their experience, dedication and enthusiasm towards 

the society turns work fruitful. 

              The college in accordance with society celebrated Aarambhotsav on August 

8th , 2016.It marked as the great beginning for the society. The patrons and 

students witnessed a myriad of cultural delight at “Jala Tarang” performance  in 

auditorium. Programme commenced with the traditional lamp lightening followed 

with performances, lavni, and singing.etc.  Mr.Dada  Gaonkar –Respected Social 

Activist  graced the occasion as the chief guest and shared the platform with 

everyone present. 

            

              Initiated and organised by society the institution played host to 

JALLOSH, 16 Amcha Tumcha. It was 2nd year of fest at inter-collegiate level & 

had participation from 22 colleges across the city. The fest gave opportunity for 

participants to showcase their talents. Mr Avinash Narkar ,Famous Marathi Actor 

graced the prize distribution ceremony with his presence.The World Whistle 

Singing Champion Mr Nikhil Rane, Lead actress of Halal Movie Miss Pritam  Kagne  

were the celebrities present. Fest was sponsored by Sakal Newspaper,Sakal 

Premier ,Dabbit, Aurave Media, Pudhari Newspaper, Mc Donalds & Save Pocket 

Money App . The fest was huge success and gathered lots of appreciation. 

          Teachers Day was celebrated on 3rd September, 2015.Celebrations took place 

in college auditorium. Our support pillar Dr. Annasaheb Khemnar  expressed his 



   

views on the importance of the teachers Day celebration which was followed by 

felicitation of all teaching faculty.   

         Society celebrates Marathi Rajya Bhasha Din on 27th of February every year. 

On this auspicious day society appreciates and motivates the members by small 

appreciation ceremony where every member is adorned with certificate for their 

contribution towards society. 

 

                 This journey of Marathi Wangmay Mandal Society was an odyssey. The 

society further promises more joyous moments for institution. 


